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Pollution Incident Response Management Plan
Newnes Kaolin Sand Mine and Kaolin Quarry

1.0

Introduction

1.1

Background

Newnes Kaolin Pty Ltd, trading as Sydney Construction Materials (SCM) has approval to construct a sand
and kaolin extraction operation at Newnes Junction near Lithgow. This Environmental Management Strategy
(EMS) consists of several sections dealing with a number of general strategies to ensure that the proposed
mine does not negatively impact on the surrounding environment, water, vegetation and habitat values within
the adjoining Blue Mountains World Heritage Area (BMWHA) and other surrounding areas. This document is
in several sections with each section dealing with separate environmental issues as required by the
Conditions of Consent for DA 329-7-2003 issued by the Minister for Planning.
The EMS is not considered a stand-alone document and should be implemented in conjunction with other
reports associated with the proposed development.
Site description
The site of the development is approximately 25 hectares in area located approximately 6kms east of
Lithgow, north of the railway and the Bells Line of Road.
The description of the land over which the development will be undertaken is described as:
▪ Lot 7005 DP 1020664
▪ Lot 24 DP 751631
▪ Lot 1 DP 108485

The site is bounded by Clarence Colliery to the northwest, the Blue Mountains National Park to the east, the
former Rocla quarry to the south and Sandham Road, including the village of Newnes Junction and the main
railway line to the south and southwest and the existing rail loop to the west.
The village of Newnes Junction, which includes approximately 6 dwellings, is located approximately 100
metres southwest of the proposed quarry.
The site falls from the south west at approximate RL 1070 AHD to the north east at approximate RL 990
AHD. Refer to locality plan in Appendix 1.

1.1.1

Description of proposed development

The purpose of the mine or quarry is for the extraction of friable sandstone for processing into building
materials, specialty sands and kaolin. The mine design is based on maintaining substantial buffers to the
Newnes Junction residents and National Park, reducing disturbance to the marginal Newnes Plateau Shrub
Swamp vegetation to the southwest of the site, and having sufficient area for the required infrastructure. The
pit depth is variable as it is located on the side of a hill and ranges from 80 m on its western wall to only a
few metres in the east. The maximum pit dimensions are 750 m in length north-south by 460 m in width. The
final wall slope has a 2 m wide berm every 3 m in vertical height providing regular terraces for planting of
vegetation as part of the progressive rehabilitation and eventual screening of walls.
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With total estimated reserves of over 20Mt, the pit life is expected to exceed 21 years. Approximately 1.1Mt
per annum will be extracted on average with a maximum expected of 1.4Mtpa. Areas adjacent to the quarry
have been extensively quarried/mined for construction sands and coal.
The site development will take place in three stages: site preparation and construction; quarry development
and operations; and final rehabilitation. The main activities of each are described below.

1.1.2

Site preparation and construction

This primary stage includes construction of an acoustic barrier along the south-western boundary of the site
to mitigate any noise created within the site from impacting on the township of Newnes Junction. This stage
includes construction of infrastructure such as access roads, office and parking facilities, a stockpiling
conveyor and hopper, maintenance facilities, a flat pad for the setup of the surface mining machine and flow
controls for dirty and clean water including detention ponds and a water treatment plant.
The site preparation for surface miner use involves establishing an area of sufficient width and length to allow
the surface miner to operate efficiently. Wirtgen (the manufacturers of the surface mining machine)
recommend for standard applications in soft material that the minimum cutting length be 300 m. The surface
miner working bench will be established by ripping and dozing with a small dozer and removal of material by
scrapers. The excavated friable sandstone will be required for test work in commissioning the process plant;
incorporated in site infrastructure activities or stockpiled, and railed from site for processing. Topsoil stripped
will be placed adjacent to the acoustic barrier to allow a visual screen of native trees to be established to
further shield the barrier and quarry operation from the residents.

1.1.3

Quarry development and operation

The quarrying method involves extracting the material in horizontal layers from the upper most quarry bench
to its base over the full width and length of each successive bench. This method meets the requirements of
the surface mining machine, which prefers to operate over large, relatively flat areas for maximum efficiency.
As the excavation expands, final slope batters and berms are formed into terraces and progressively
rehabilitated. Also, residences will be increasingly shielded from the development by the final pit walls. The
working benches will have a slight grade to direct surface run-off away from the pit crest to the northwest
area of the excavation. Quarrying below 1002 RL will involve maintaining a minimum 2 m high wall on the
western side to prevent outflow of water into the National Park and significantly increase the void’s water
storage capacity. The pit base is planned to be approximately 990 RL.
An important characteristic of the quarry development will be the early and progressive rehabilitation of the
open cut berms or terraces. As the bench height is only 3 m, the wall will form a series of small terraces
relative to typical quarry operations. Vegetation growth will hence shield the walls with the intention of
screening the open cut void and reducing the visual impact (“terrace landscaping”). Rehabilitation will
involve:
▪ surface preparation of the area by light ripping;
▪ placement of topsoil on an area 2m wide around the edge of the pit; and
▪ planting of locally occurring native shrubs and trees on the topsoiled bench.

The site topography will allow for continued access to all benches.
The mine will progress from the higher areas (approximately 1070 RL in the north-west parts of the site) and
progress downwards and to the east in stages spread over a period of approximately 20 years. The final
depth of the mine will be at 990 RL and will be approximately 25 hectares in size.
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1.1.4

Final rehabilitation

The final quarry void will contain a large number of small benches forming a terraced, vegetated landscape.
The base of the pit will be graded to be free-draining with all disturbed areas to be top-soiled and
revegetated. A small free draining wetland will result in the area occupied by the final retention pond.
The quarry design enables all water flows at the completion of quarrying to be contained within the quarry
void for a period. When the final rehabilitation is complete, and vegetation well established and the landform
stable, it will be possible to place a channel from the near quarry floor to the small creek channel in the north
to re-establish flows directly to the water course. Previously, no direct flows other than those discharged by
the water treatment plant would have taken place. Also on completion of quarrying, all buildings,
infrastructure and stockpiles will be removed from the pit and processing areas leaving them to be shaped
and re-vegetated.

1.1.5

Development consents and associated documents

The development was approved under the NSW Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A) in
DA 329-7-2003 which was approved by the Minister for Planning on 14th March 2006 (Development
Consent).
The original Environmental Impact Statement, dated May 2003, was prepared by SCM, and submitted to
DIPNR in May 2004. Supplementary Information was prepared and lodged in April 2005.
The Commonwealth Government consent for the project under the Environment Protection & Biodiversity
Conservation Act (EPBC 2002/620) was approved on 22nd August 2006.

1.1.6

Physical commencement of project

The project was physically commenced on the 13th March 2011 with the clearing of approximately 1000m2 of
future stockpile area and future site office and construction of a small stormwater detention basin. There has
been no additional work undertaken on site since then.

1.1.7

Maintenance work while waiting to commence operations

The project was physically commenced in March 2011. Since then annual environmental monitoring has
been undertaken including:
•
•
•

flora and fauna
Groundwater and surface water
Air quality
In 2013 the site was burnt out in a bushfire and again in December 2019.
In October 2019 site maintenance work was undertaken including clearing of regrowth from the
area cleared in 2011. In February 2020 further maintenance work was required to clear fallen
trees resulting from the recent bushfire to allow the monitoring work to continue.

1.1.8

Project website

The project website is as follows;
www.sydneyconstructionmaterials.com
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The project website will be regularly updated to include latest news, minutes of the CCC and other related
information including a current copy of this Draft PIRMP.

2.0

Legislative Requirements

The specific requirements for Pollution Incident Response Management plans are set out in Part 5.7A of the
Protection of the Environment Operations (POEO) Act 1997 and the Protection of the Environmental
Operations (POEO) (general) Regulation 2009. In summary, this provision requires the following:
▪ All holders of environment protection licenses must prepare a pollution incident response management
plan (section 153A, POEO Act)
▪ The plan must include the information detailed in the POEO Act (section 153C) and be in the form
required by the POEO (G) Regulation (clause 98B)
▪ Licensees must keep the plan at the premises to which the environment protection license relates, or in
the case of trackable waste transporters and mobile plant, where the relevant activity takes place (section
153D, POEO Act)
▪ Licensees must test the plan in accordance with the POEO (G) Regulation (clause 98E)
▪ If a pollution incident occurs in the course of an activity so that material harm to the environment is
caused or threatened, licensees must immediately implement the plan (section 153 F, POEO Act)

2.1 Definition of ‘pollution incident’
The definition of a pollution incident is:
Pollution incident means an incident or set of circumstances during or as a consequence
of which there is or is likely to be a leak, spill or other escape or deposit of a substance, as
a result of which pollution has occured, is occuring or is likely to occur. It includes an
incident or set of circumstances in which a substance has been placed or disposed of on
premises, but it does not include an incident or set of circumstances involving only the
emission of any noise.
A pollution incident is required to be notified if there is a risk of ‘material harm to the environment’, which is
defined in section 147 of the POEO Act as:

a.

Harm to the environment is material if:
i. It involves actual or potential harm to the health or safety of human beings or to
ecosystems that is not trivial, or
ii. It results in actual or potential loss or property damage of an amount, or amounts in
aggregate, exceeding $10,000 (or such other amount as is prescribed by the regulations)
and,

b.

Loss includes the reasonable costs and expenses that would be incurred in taking all
reasonable and practicable measures to prevent, mitigate or make good harm to the
environment

Industry is now required to report pollution incidents immediately to the EPA, NSW Health, Fire and Rescue
NSW, Work Cover NSW and the local council. ‘Immediately’ has its ordinary dictionary meaning of promptly
and without delay. These strengthened provisions will ensure that pollution incidents are reported directly to
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the relevant response agencies so they will have direct access to the information they need to manage and
deal with the incident in a faster time.
There are new associated offences, for individuals and corporations, for not preparing a plan, not keeping
with the plan at the premises to which it relates, not testing the plan in accordance with the regulations and
not implementing the plan in the case of an incident.

2.2

New regulation

An amendment to the POEO(G) Regulation has been made (by the Protection of the Environment

Obligations and transitional period for complying with the requirements
th

These provisions commenced on 29February 2012, with all new licensees needing to have a plan in place
prior to commencement operations.
Licensees will now be required to report pollution incidents ‘immediately’ instead of ‘as soon as practicable’
(section 148 POEO Act). This means that licensees need to report pollution incidents without delay.
Licensees must notify all of the Appropriate Regulatory Authoriti
es about the incidents. These include:
▪ Environmental Protection Authority (EPA)

Operations (general) Amendment (Pollution Incident Response Management Plans )Regulations 2012) with
the object of specifying additional matters that need to be included in the plans.

2.3

▪ Ministry of Health
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▪ Work Cover Authority
▪ Lithgow City Council
▪ Fire and Rescue

3.0

General requirements for preparing pollution incident

response management plans
3.1

Form of plans [section 153D & clause 98B (1)]

Extraction Project Pollution Incident Response Procedure
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3.2

Relationship with other emergency plans [clause 98B (2)]

3.2.1

Details to be included in plans

Description and likelihood of hazards [clause 98C (1) (a) and (b)]
A summary of the potential hazards to the environment and community and the controls in place are outlines

The single greatest hazard or risk to any one visiting/working
on the site during the pre construction/operational phase - is
bushfire.
The site was burnt out in October 2013 and again in December
2019.
In the 2013 bushfire an old house in Sandham Road about
300m south west of the site was destroyed.
In the 2019 fire a house owned by Newnes Kaolin – about 200m
south of the site - also in Sandham Rd was destroyed, as was
the nearby Newnes Junction railway station.
Staff from ALS Lithgow visit the site on a monthly basis to
undertake environmental monitoring.
Environmental consultants visit the site annually to undertake
environmental monitoring.
These consultants have their own job safety procedures which
they follow and document as required.
Periodically Newnes kaolin staff visit the site for monitoring
purposes.
Refer to draft Newnes Kaolin Bushfire Management plan in
appendices below
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Pollution Incident Response Management Plan
Newnes Kaolin Sand Mine and Kaolin Quarry

▪ Personal protective equipment
▪ Bushfire evacuation plan – **need draft evacuation plan by 2021 or prior to start of on-site
construction activities**
▪ Surface water management cut-off valves
▪ Fire containment water tanks

3.2.3

Inventory of pollutants [clause 98C (1) (d) & (e)]

Likely on-site pollutants to include:
▪ Fuel for mine/quarry machinery – most likely diesel fuel - but could include small amount of petrol
▪ Lubricants for mine/quarry machinery
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▪ Gas cylinders
▪ Sediment contaminated surface water in detention ponds
▪ Portable chemical toilet

3.2.4

Safety equipment [clause 98C (1) (f)]

The Newnes Kaolin Community Consultative Committee (NKCCC) has been meeting twice a year since later
2010
Contact details as follows;
▪ Independent Chair person – Sue Graves – 02-63531777 – mob 0427-101827
▪ Community representative – David Connell – mob 0410-714842
▪ Clarence Fire Shed – Henry Kirwin – 63552935 ▪

Craig Conner – 0427-669399

» Dave Terry – 02-63552736
» John Cornford – 02-63552828
▪ Lithgow City Council – CCC representative – Lauren Stevens – 02-63549999
▪ Clarence Colliery – environmental officer – Jesse Purcival – 02-63538039 – mob 0400-130339
▪ Clarence Colliery control room – emergencies – 02-63538010
▪ Clarence Colliery – switch – 63538020
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The project website – www.sydneyconstructionmaterials.com – will be regularly updated to include latest
news, minutes of the CCC and other related information including a current copy of this PIRMP
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3.2.8

Maps [clause 98C (1) (k)]

Figure 1 Location plan – access to site via the Clarence Colliery road off the Bells Line of Road – turn right
before colliery entrance and follow road around rail loop passing under conveyor to Sandham Road

Clarence
Colliery

Newnes
kaolin

Old quarry
Now
abandoned
Clarence fire
shed
& local RFS

Amended draft April 2015
Figure 2 Site plan Pollution Incident Response Management Plan
Newnes Kaolin Sand Mine and Kaolin Quarry

3.2.9
(l)]

Actions to be taken during or immediately after a pollution incident [clause 98C (1)

The annual environmental risk assessment identifies the potential hazards to the environment and
community at Newnes Mine. For each potential pollution risk, there are a number of controls outlined. Some
general controls which are in place to reduce the likelihood or a pollution incident occurring include:
▪ Site environmental and safety management plans
▪ Regular inspections and maintenance
▪ Environmental monitoring
▪ Correct storage and waste management
▪ Training and awareness
If an evacuation is required, this shall be completed in accordance with the Newnes Junction Friable
Sandstone Mine Emergency Management System. In the event that a pollution incident requires the
evacuation of the site, actions will be completed in accordance with the site procedure for full or partial
evacuation of mine.
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Licensees are required to report a pollution incident which causes or threatens to cause material harm to the
environment ‘immediately’ to the appropriate authorities, listed in 2.3 of this document.
In the event of a pollution incident which causes or threatens to cause material harm to the environment, the
person who has identified the incident should immediately contact the Competent Person (CP) in the
control room.
(1)

The person reporting the pollution incident should provide the following key details

▪ Their full name and contact details
▪ Location of the pollution incident/emergency
▪ Nature of the pollution incident/emergency; and
▪ Details of any assistance required
(2)

The CP will notify the Mine manager and or the environment and community coordinator of the
pollution incident

(3)

If the pollution incident is identified to cause or threatens to cause material harm to the environment
the Appropriate Regulatory Authorities listed in section 2.3 will be notified ‘immediately’ and the
PIRMP will be implemented

(4)

The Newnes Junction and Kaolin Extraction Project incident Response Procedure as shown in
Appendix xx lists the actions to be taken following pollution incident.

Some general controls for managing a pollution incident include:
▪ Visually assess the situation. Undertake emergency response if required
▪ Contact the appropriate regulatory authorities in accordance with the PIRMP
▪ If safe and possible to do so, undertake immediate measures that prevent further impacts from the
pollution incident
▪ Take direction from the Appropriate Regulatory Authorities as required; and
▪ If required, seek assistance from specialist consultants/contractors

3.2.10

Staff training [clause 98C (1) (m)]

The requirements of the PIRMP will be outlined in the site induction for all new employees and contractors. A
toolbox talk outlining the key components on the PIRMP will be presented to all Newnes Mine staff and
contractors. The objective of training will be to ensure all staff and contractors are aware of the key steps to
manage a pollution incident. If a pollution incident occurs, refresher training will be delivered to staff and
contractors.

3.3

Transporters of trackable waste

3.3.1

Contact details [clause 98C (2) (a) & (b)]

The following table, Table 3 outlines the contact details for the appropriate regulatory authorities for reporting
pollution incidents within the Newnes Junction and Kaolin Extraction Project.
Table 3 Regulatory Authorities Contact Details

Regulatory Authority Key Contact Contact Details Environment Protection Authority
NSW Ministry of Health

DR Vicky Sheppeard (population health unit
Medical Officer)

Work Cover
Lithgow Council

– Parramatta –

131 555
(02) 9840 3603
131 050

TBC – Environment Manager

Fire and Rescue, and Police
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3.3.2

Communicating with the community [clause 98C (2) (c)]

Newnes Junction and Kaolin Extraction project has the following processes for contacting the community:
▪ In the event that the appropriate regulatory authorities have been notified of a pollution incident within the
mine, the authorities may be consulted to determine if the community is to be notified of the pollution
incident. Newnes Mine will discuss with the appropriate regulatory authorities regarding the most relevant
communication strategy (eg direct contact, media release, or through the mining website).
▪ Contact details for the residents in the surrounding community are held at the mine and this will allow
direct consultation with members of the community as required.

3.3.3

Actions to be taken [clause 98C (2) (d)]

In the event of a pollution incident the procedures and requirements outlined in this PIRMP must be followed
at all times

3.3.4

Staff training [clause 98C (2) (e)]

New staff members at the site must be fully inducted. This must cover the purpose, requirements and
responsibilities in the PIRMP.
All staff must receive sufficient training to enable them to carry out their duties in a safe and competent
manner including;
▪ Staff must be inducted onto the site and complete the required induction training
▪ Staff must all be aware of what to do in the event of a bushfire
▪ staff must be capable of using the fire-fighting equipment
▪ staff must be capable of identifying waste product which is unexpected and must be managed
appropriately
▪ staff must be capable of identifying potential pollution incidents
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▪ staff must be familiar with the requirements and procedures contained within this PIRMP

4.0

Making plans available [clause 98D]

A current copy of the PIRMP will be displayed in a prominent position in the site office as well as be made
available on the Sydney Construction Materials website www.sydneyconstructionmaterials.com.au.
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5.0

Testing Plans [clause 98C (1) (n), (o) & (p), 98C (2) (f) &
(g), 98E (1) & 98E (2)]
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Pollution Incident Response Management Plan
Newnes Kaolin Sand Mine and Kaolin Quarry

Figure 3 Cadastral Plan
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NEWNES KAOLIN QUARRY AND MINE – Sandham Road Newnes Junction
DRAFT BUSHFIRE MANAGEMENT PLAN
The single greatest hazard/risk to the site is a bushfire from OUTSIDE THE SITE.
Once construction and/or operational activities commence on site – sometime in 2021/2022 – there will also be the risk of fire generated FROM WITHIN THE SITE.
The site has been subject to two recent bushfires – in October 2013 and 2019. Both fires started well away from the site.
The site is located approximately 1km north east of the Clarence Fire shed and a similar distance from the nearby Clarence Colliery.
The site is approximately 15 minutes drive east of Lithgow along the Bells Line of Road.
Contacts include:
▪ Independent Chair person – Sue Graves – 02-63531777 – mob 0427-101827
▪ Community representatives – Colin Hunter – 63551673 and Kevin
▪ Clarence Fire Shed – Henry Kirwin – 63552935 ▪

» Dave Terry – 02-63552736

McCusker – 0428-305120

Craig Conner – 0427-669399

Kevin McCusker – 0428-305120

» John Cornford – 02-63552828
▪ Lithgow City Council – CCC representative – Lauren Stevens – 02-63549999 – or Richard Holtz – environmental team leader
▪ Clarence Colliery – environmental officer – Jesse Purcival – 02-63538039 – mob 0400-130339
▪ Clarence Colliery control room – emergencies – 02-63538010
▪ Clarence Colliery – switch – 63538020

Recommended procedure for site visit on a high risk bushfire day
How to determine bushfire risk?
Listen to ABC local radio
Monitor RFS website
Check with Clarence fire shed and/or Clarence Colliery Control centre – contact details attached

Procedure for consultants who regularly visit the site
Environmental consultants visit the site monthly for monitoring purposes. These consultants must undertake their own risk analysis and job safety assessment.
Newnes kaolin chooses to engage local Lithgow consultants where ever possible - who know and understand the local conditions.
These include:
-

Consulting Environmental Services – 2A Eskbank Street Lithgow – 0407-990613
ALS Environmental – 16 Donald St Lithgow - 63507400
Both these consultants undertake their own risk analysis and job safety assessments knowing the local conditions

In the event of a scheduled site visit on a day of high risk of bushfire the question must be asked – is my visit to the site necessary? – Can this visit be delayed?
If the answer to the first in NO – then delay or re-schedule the visit.
If the visit is necessary then contact must be made with an RFS representative at the local Clarence Fire Shed and /or the,local RFS. In particular you should seek their advice as to fire conditions on site.
The site has three possible evacuation routes in the event one needs to evacuate the site:
1 – Sandham Road west around the Clarence rail loop onto the Clarence Colliery access road - then south to the intersection with the Bells Line of Road – then west to Clarence Fire Shed and Lithgow – or east to
wards Bell , Blackheath etc. Travel time from the site to Bells Line of road approximately 5 minutes – ***to be confirmed***
2 – Sandham Road east past the old Rocla Quarry – now abandoned – driving east along the gravel road to the Bells Line of Road at Bell. Travel time from the site to Bells Line of Road approximately 15 minutes *** to be confirmed***
3 – Sandham Road west around the Clarence rail loop onto the Clarence Colliery access road then north to the Clarence colliery carpark and administration building. Travel time approximately 5 minutes - *** to be
confirmed**

It is strongly recommended that there be no site visits or inspections for monitoring purposes - or any purpose – on a
day of high bushfire risk.
Once the quarry and mine are operational – some time in 2021 - all employees and visitors will be inducted onto the site
including an appropriate induction procedure. This will include a detailed training on what to do in the event of a bushfire.

Once the quarry/mine is operational the site manager will - at all times – particularly in periods of high bushfire risk maintain good communication links with both the Clarence Fire shed and local RFS as well as the Clarence Colliery
control centre.

